
Unplugged with Vasu Dixit, Bindhumalini and Sooraj Santosh

Join us to witness the musical magic of three incredibly versatile artists—Vasu Dixit,

Bindhumalini, and Sooraj Santhosh—who will be performing their most loved compositions.

Sooraj Santhosh brings you songs from his debut solo multilingual album, The Gypsy Sun, as

well as his popular numbers like Thaniye, Aaradhike and Kaantha. Bindhumalini will sing her

repository of loved compositions. Aruvi, one of her best loved albums, will be a highlight of the

segment. Vasu Dixit will play a set list that includes his works from independent projects drawn

from India’s rich folk culture, along with his popular foot-tapping songs.

When: October 22

Time: 5:30 pm

Where: Sahapedia’s Facebook page (@Sahapedia)

Vasu Dixit, frontman of the band Swarathma, founder of Vasu Dixit Collective and a filmmaker,

strongly believes in the power of music to raise awareness on socio-political causes. Vasu is

continuously exploring new mediums and avenues of expression through music. Through his

work, he has brought back the compositions of poet-saints Purandara Dasa and Basavanna,

which he says are so relevant even today.

Bindhumalini is a vocalist and composer who is trained in both Carnatic and Hindustani music.

She has composed music and sung for various films, theatre productions and independent

albums. She received the National Award for Best Playback Singer for the film Nathicharami.

Bindhumalini has performed across India and is constantly seeking new insights into folk music

through her work.

Sooraj Santhosh – singer, songwriter, composer who is passionate about charting his own path

in the world of music. Winner of numerous awards, Sooraj wants to promote independent

music, which is where his heart lies. He has just released his multilingual debut solo album The

Gypsy Sun and performs with his band, Sooraj Santhosh Live.

The artists are managed and curated by Artistree.

This performance is part of Sahapedia’s Performing the Archives programme, supported by

UNESCO, to reinvigorate cultural documentation through contemporary performances.

https://www.facebook.com/Sahapedia/



